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"The Rules Keep Changing": A Critical Introduction to Render Dml'n 
In the Greek tragedy, Oedipus Rex, the protagonist tries "escaping . . .  a fate that is given by the 
gods," but ultimately fails and "is punished" for "embod[ying] . . .  hubris," defined as "overweening pride 
or insolence . . .  that results in [his] misfortune" ( Eliot 88; Harmon and Holman 254). The more Oedipus 
struggles to know and escape the fate that the gods chose for him, the more he fulfills it and the more he is 
further punished. This pattern reveals a rule governing this storyworld: Man cannot become "equal to the 
Gods" ( Eliot 288). For breaking this rule, Oedipus is punished with a kingdom-wide disaster-a plague of 
infertility on crops, animals, and people-as well as the personal disaster of unwittingly killing his father 
and marrying his mother. The plague that punishes his kingdom makes Oedipus Rex a disaster narrative, 
which Maurice Yacowar describes as, "a situation of normalcy erupt[ing] into a persuas ive image of 
death," where the author, as God, "is no copilot" to the characters and is not ·'on [the i r] side'' (3 I 3, 325). 
Acts of god or twists of fate are often rife in disaster narratives. leaving readers and characters wondering 
how to explain them. Was a mysterious god or cruel devil actually to blame? Or was it some other force 
l ike fate, luck, or karma? Yacowar suggests that "poetic justice," a key convention in disaster narratives, 
holds some answers to that question when he writes, "there is some relationship between a [character's] due 
and his or her doom" (328) . This notion of poetic justice is another way of describing how works like 
Oedipus Rex use a concept called "moral law"-a cosmic rule in a story that, when broken, has "calamitous 
results" ( Harmon and Holman 254) . 
Thousands of years later, this concept of moral law sti ll lingers in contemporary narrative forms, 
including the comic book. In fact, disaster narratives in the comic book format like The Walking Dead, 
Preacher, and Hellboy feature moral laws frequently. In the first volume of Robert Kirkman's  The Walking 
Dead, the protagonist, Rick, wakes from a coma to find society collapsed after a zombie outbreak. He 
learns the rules of this new world when Morgan, another survivor, tells him, "You can't  let it get to you" 
( Kirkman 28). Rick breaks this moral law when he cries for a zombified cyclist that he sees on the street. 
The story punishes him by introducing a boy who mistakes him for a zombie and nearly kills him with a 
shovel ( Kirkman 21, 24). Later, when he cries while thinking about his son ' s  birth and how the world is no 
longer as beautiful as it was on that day, his punishment is getting surrounded by a horde of zombies 
( Kirkman 42, 44). 
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However, the moral law of this world sometimes changes. Another character, Glenn, gives him a 
new rule to l ive by later: "From this point on is where we' l l  need to be careful . . .  keep your eyes open" 
( Kirkman 52). What sounds l ike simple advice is actually a replacement for the last moral law, which no 
longer leads to punishment. In fact, the next time Rick cries, the story actually rewards him, and he finds 
his family just two pages later ( Kirkman 54, 56). As Glenn warned, now characters must stay aware 
because carelessness is what the story punishes now. For instance, when a group of women let their guard 
down briefly, they are immediately attacked ( Kirkman 73). Carelessness is punished again later when 
Glenn and Rick, wearing zombie guts as a kind of scent camouflage, fail to account for looming rain 
clouds. Their protective scent washes away and leads to them getting attacked ( Kirkman 93). As the 
version of Rick from the television adaptation states, "The rules keep changing" ( "The Distance"). 
Other important comics also exp lore moral law. In an interview about h is bestselling Batman story 
arc "Zero Year," author Scott Snyder claims that his nearly post-apocalyptic version of Gotham punishes 
people who choose to only do what is expected of them, while rewarding people who go beyond 
expectations ( Snyder, "Batman Writer"). Put simply, Gotham's moral law is "Do more than what is 
expected of you." Snyder shows that law in action when his iteration of Bruce Wayne tries to become a 
vigilante without a costume or a symbol-a strategy that fails. After being beaten close to death, he learns 
that he must become more than a mere man, and he declares that he will become a bat-or in this case, a 
bat-costumed vigilante with a symbol that is greater than himself ( Snyder, Zero Year). He soon defeats the 
villains of this nearly post-apocalyptic Gotham, proving that his city rewards obedience to this moral law. 
This concept extends much further into disaster comics. Garth Ennis ' s  Preacher features a moral 
law that teaches characters to trust only themselves to take care of themselves, never mind higher powers. 
Breaking this law leads to the first disaster of the story. When a preacher betrays his town's  trust by 
revealing their secret confessions, the townspeople nearly all show up for church that Sunday to demand 
answers. However, Genesis, a supernatural being, is attracted to the church specifically because the 
preacher betrayed his congregation' s  trust. With the arrival of Genesis, an explosion occurs, and these 
people who trusted in their preacher all die in the blast ( Ennis 34). Put simply, these characters who trusted 
their confessions with this preacher ultimately died because of that trust. The preacher, however, who 
stopped trusting in higher powers, actually gains a kind of superpower from Genesis, one that rivals the god 
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of this narrative. The contrast here firmly establishes the moral law of only trusting in one's  self, but other 
scenes reinforce this law as well. An angel named Pilo breaks the moral law of this storyworld when he 
places his faith first in a god who abandons him, then in a higher order of angels that abuses him, and lastly 
in two fellow angels in his order who send him to wake a sleeping immortal gunman, even though they 
know it will lead to Pilo ' s  death ( Ennis 21). The punishment of Pilo, who "never even thought about 
sinning," appears when he is kil led by the gunman who shoots Pilo accidentally, due to "force of habit," 
leaving the reader to wonder why Ennis would make this decision ( 30, emphasis in original). Considering 
the moral law that affects other characters, it is clear that the same law applies here. The author punishes 
Pilo for his life of obedience and belief that others would protect him ( Ennis 22). 
Another comic book addressing disaster and moral law is Mike Mignola and John Byrne's highly 
acclaimed Hellboy. On the last days of the Holocaust, an occult branch of the Nazis attempt several 
"'Doomsday '  projects" with the goal of an ever greater disaster ( Mignola and Byrne 23). However, their 
obsession results in the summoning of Hellboy, who becomes the greatest threat against them. A moral law 
against obsession begins to appear, and the punishment for breaking this law is often an act of god-or an 
event outside of human control .  For example, the male descendants of the Cavendish family are "curse[d]" 
to die attempting their ancestor' s "unfulfilled quest [that] has haunted every male of the family ever since" 
that ancestor died just before embarking on it ( Mignola and Byrne 31 ). Their obsession is always punished 
with a supernatural disappearance or transformation. The last matriarch of this family is also punished for 
obsession. Mrs. Cavendish 's  desperation to bring her sons home leads to her death when monstrous 
versions of them kill her by touch ( Mignola and Byrne 46). 
All  of these stories indicate that moral law is a useful tool in explaining why an act of god occurs 
in a narrative. That uti l ity of moral law makes it particularly helpful when delivering a message with a 
story. After all, moral law can continually enforce a message. However, moral law might also be useful in 
creating consistent storyworlds. Just as characters seem more bel ievable when they have behavior patterns, 
the cosmic forces in a storyworld might seem more believable if they also have patterns ( Theune et al. 2) . 
After all, kill ing a character with a random car accident may upset the average reader because the event 
may feel contrived, frustrating the reader according to reader response scholars ( Scott 471). On the other 
hand, twists of fate do happen, which creates a dilemma for writers. If art should reflect life, as 
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Shakespeare' s  Hamlet suggests, then should writers include chaotic moments or acts of god even if they 
feel unbelievable or unsatisfying? 
Different scholars offer different answers . Though writers might want to avoid using uncertain 
forces like God, luck, fate, or karma too often for fear of losing verisimilitude, there might actually be more 
verisimilitude in using them occasionally. According to ethics scholar Ji! Larson, luck affects "capacities, 
inclinations, and talents . . .  problems . . .  and the way one's  actions tum out," so to avoid luck in a story 
would be to lose verisimilitude ( 3) .  However, using cosmic forces like luck comes with problems, as Jack 
Bickham points out: "While the workings of luck, coincidence, fate, etc . ,  may be shown from time to time, 
fiction must make more sense than real life if general readers are to find it credible" ( 12, emphasis in 
original). To make more sense than real life, according to scholars of storyworld-generating software, 
authors must use patterns, employing "strong causal relationships between actions in a narrative" to achieve 
the goal of "increasing plot coherence" and thereby increasing how satisfying a story is ( Riedl and Young 
2). Other scholars in this field also agree with the need for coherence-or that the "sequence of events is 
natural and in accordance with the story world" because without this coherence, events seem random and 
meaningless to readers and "are not very likely to result in an adequate story" ( Theune et al. 3). Ultimately, 
scholars cannot agree on how much of a story should be influenced by acts of god or luck, which leads this 
study back to the same dilemma. How can writers use acts of god-or events outside of human control-in 
their stories without those stories feeling contrived, especially in disaster stories where acts of god are 
frequent and highly significant to the story? 
To explore possible answers to this question, to encourage writers to use moral law in their stories, 
and to call for narrato log ists and creative writing teachers to further analyze this concept. I offer this 
creative thesis, Render Down, a disaster stoiy with mora l law at  its center. This story gives multiple 
perspectives on this topic by focusing each chapter on a different party. Chapter One emphasizes the 
reader' s  interaction with moral law, while Chapter Two emphasizes the author's ,  and Chapter Three 
emphasizes the characters ' .  
In Chapter One, I illustrate how readers interact with moral law.  A s  shown in the earlier examples, 
when moral law governs reward and punishment, patterns of reward and punishment often appear in story. 
If the pattern is evident enough, the reader can learn what the law is. Even if it is not evident enough, the 
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reader can stil l  guess. My goal with this story is to encourage the reader to look for patterns and make 
guesses on the moral law of the story. To do so, I created a symbol of higher power that could mete out 
punishment so that readers could easily study the cosmic forces in this story and try to predict them. This 
symbol of higher power is the Render, an anomaly that looks l ike a miniature black hole. It hovers 100 
meters above sea level and siphons the water out of everything it passes over. Most importantly, it seems to 
move unpredictably. That detail encourages readers to guess why it changes directions. To ensure that 
readers focus on how they interact with moral law, I did not have any specific law in mind that characters 
would be rewarded or punished for. The text is meant to be "writerly," tempting the reader to determine the 
laws of the world ( Barthes 4). 
To show writers interacting with moral law, I introduce two characters to the story in Chapter Two 
who are writers themselves . In their tribe, their job is to write morality tales, but they disagree on what 
morals to uphold. In one scene, Jordan, a fourteen-year-old girl, tries to tell a story that rewards a moral 
behavior that her mentors' stories always punish. Her mentor, Euhie, tells her that readers would never 
believe her story because readers expect the pattern that he has already established. Unless she follows the 
pattern, her story will  feel contrived, and it could cause his stories to feel less believable as well .  This 
illustration of writers interacting with moral law shows that, although these laws can help writers create a 
cohesive storyworld with a clear moral message, they can also be restrictive for writers who want to change 
the moral of their story at a certain point. While changing a the moral law of a story is possible, as shown in 
the example of The Walking Dead, it can require careful work on the author' s part. A sudden change in the 
moral message of a storyworld can complicate both the original moral and the newer one unless a clear 
division separates the two.  Put simply, moral law can restrict stories from moving fluidly between 
ideologies, which can restrict the writer. 
In Chapter Three, to i l lustrate how characters interact with this concept, I feature characters trying 
to find the order in their world. Like readers, these characters ask why the Render behaves the way it does. 
Why does it change direction? Why does it kill people whether they're "good" or "bad?" Again, I did not 
write the story consciously with a moral law in mind, so I do not have the answer to those questions. 
Instead, characters search for meaning just as one might search for it in the real world. Their search for 
meaning is similar to that of readers as well, but it differs in an important way. Readers search for moral 
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law in fiction while knowing that what they are reading is indeed fiction, which is often expected to be 
more logical than real life (Bickham 12). For readers, the moral laws of a text no longer apply to them 
when they set down the text. Characters, on the other hand, search for moral law in a world that is real to 
them, and they cannot necessarily escape those laws by closing a book. In other words, while readers may 
use the moral laws in fiction as a way to understand a text or as lessons that only might apply to their world, 
when characters search for moral law, their motivations can be much more complex. They may be trying to 
survive, to please the gods, to learn the rules so they can trick others into breaking them, or any number of 
other motivations. 
In short, readers use moral laws to understand stories, writers wrestle with them as they write 
stories, and characters search for them within those stories. With those interactions in mind, I offer this 
thesis as a self-conscious illustration of those interactions and as a call for more awareness of this concept. 
On the one hand, such awareness could help writers create more cohesive storyworlds by controlling the 
acts of god in their stories with a consistent rule. These cohesive storyworlds could fulfill the goal of 
writing fiction that is more logical than real life (Bickham 12) . On the other hand, awareness of moral law 
could also help writers avoid accidentally using it. After all, writers may want the mysterious acts of god in 
their storyworlds to remain mysterious. To use moral law might interfere with that goal. Put simply, being 
aware of moral law helps writers be more careful about whether it appears in their stories, even if it only 
appears by accident. Furthermore, awareness of moral law could also help literary critics. More 
specifically, patterns that appear because of moral law might help critics identify what caused a character's  
fate whenever a character dies from an act of god. Perhaps stories considered contrived actually have 
cohesive reward/punishment systems. Perhaps events in a narrative that seem illogical and meaningless 
actually make sense when considering these systems. Paying attention to moral law offers a way to find 
out. 
For a topic l ike moral law that appears so prominently in disaster comics, the most appropriate 
format for my own disaster narrative seemed to be a comic book script. This format offers a unique 
opportunity currently. S ince the release of Snyder's Batman stories, the comic book format offers kairos for 
my exploration of moral law, particularly because Snyder has urged the mainstream comic audience to start 
thinking about it already. His stories revolve heavily around how the city rewards and punishes its citizens, 
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and because his book is often the number-one selling comic, now is the best moment of kairos for a project 
like this one that further explores this idea. Beyond this fleeting moment of kairos, the history of comics 
also suggests that graphic narrative is also ideal for exploring reward/punishment because this format is so 
closely associated with the superhero comic, which has a well known history of almost always rewarding 
the heroes while the villains almost always fail. When a story in this format breaks that mold, it hits harder 
because readers expect it even less. 
Another benefit of the comic format is that this story is largely about filling in the blanks-making 
sense of events without having all the information. The reason this topic fits the comic format is that 
readers have to fill  in b lanks too when reading comics. For example, if a character is standing in one panel 
and sitting in the next, the reader automatically draws the conclusion that the character sat down in the time 
between panels. Characters in this story often also constantly draw conclusions, so the reader and the 
character share this process, making characters more relatable and understandable. 
Also important to crafting this work was finding the right mode of expression. For this disaster 
story in which the cosmic forces of the world are practically real to the characters, the most appropriate 
mode seemed to be the fantastic. Literary scholar W.R. Irwin describes the fantastic mode as "overt 
violation of what is generally accepted as possibility," and creating the Render, a symbol of cosmic force in 
this storyworld, required such a violation of what is possible ( ix). The resulting fantasy al lows characters to 
see cosmic forces more c learly. Moreover, the fantastic mode also allows readers to see from the 
characters· perspectives more c learly. According to literary scholar Rosemary Jackson, "The fantastic 
problematizes vision ( is it possible to trust the seeing eye?)" (30). For example, readers might see only 
what characters are imagin ing, rather than what i s  actual ly happen ing . Readers can then visualize what the 
characters are fee ling and also see the cosm ic forces they believe in as if  those forces were real . In other 
words, the fantastic mode makes the poss ibil ity of moral law seem more real. This problematized v ision 
appears in the second chapter of my thesis when one character, Finn, sees or imagines seeing his dead 
partner ' s  ghost. To ensure that the  reader sees how real th is  vision is to the character, the story shows the 
vision just as the character sees it. 
In addition, forcing the reader to share the character' s vision has another benefit. It helps the 
reader understand the changes of faith that characters have. As the characters try to understand the moral 
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laws of their world, their experiences can affect their faith . In this thesis, when Finn sees his dead partner's 
ghost, he forms new beliefs from that vision. The importance of faith to characters in this narrative also 
made fantasy an important mode. As Maurice Levy suggests, "The fantastic is a compensation that man 
provides for himself, at the level of imagination . . .  for what he has lost at the level of faith" ( 617) .  Put 
simply, the fantastic mode works well in stories l ike this one where faith is challenged during the search for 
moral law. 
Leaming to use these conventions of the fantastic mode was an important lesson in craft that came 
from writing th i s  creative thesis, but I learned several other lessons as well-about scripting styles, panels, 
pacing, and page-turns.  The first lesson was about the benefits of scripting in a different style. Because 
comic scripts usually aren't published, quality prose is not otlen expected or even useful in this form. Script 
writers otlen focus a lot on directing the artist rather than simply telling the story. They also tend to explain 
their goals to the illustrator rather than making sure their writing shows instead of tells. However, th is 
scripting style comes with a lot of problems . Directions to the artist actually made the story more confusing 
because I was trying to wear too many hats at once, so to speak. Furthermore, explaining my points became 
a crutch I would use instead of il lustrating my points through scene. After changing my scripting style and 
blending the script and short story formats for this thesis, I found that it became easier to read and 
understand. That clarity is important because the illustrator needs to understand my writing, of course. 
Though I opted out of g iv ing explicit instructions  to my illustrator. such as "Draw th is panel horizontally ," 
I succeeded in what I cons ider the more important pait of scripting for a writer-getting the story on the 
page c learly and conc isely while leaving room for the i llustrator to choose the art d irection, which they 
would be more trained to do. 
Despite the similarities my thesis shares with the short story genre, it is still very much a comic 
script in other ways, particularly in its attention to panels and page-turns, both of wh ich were also 
educational for me. I learned to pace my story carefully so that shocking moments would occur after the 
page-turns of the comic. This way, important images become more important, interesting, and surprising 
because they appear suddenly . I also learned more about another storytelling element that is unique to 
comics--panels . Choosing how mai1y panels  to put on each page was difficult at first . How many panels 
could fit on a page before it became too busy? How few panels could I use per page without seeming like I 
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was wasting the reader's time-or money, if they were to buy this story in comic books with such limited 
space? Ultimately, I learned to let the importance of images and the speed of the action dictate how many 
panels belonged on each page. As mentioned above, if an image was important, it would seem even more 
so if it was the only panel on the page. On the other hand, if several fast actions were taking place, six or 
more panels per page helped the storytelling match the content (Phelan 40-42). 
Lastly and most impo11antly, I learned what a story of moral law needed to work. Before writing 
this creative thesis, my plan was to use moral law to remove author influence or ideology from a story. In 
other words, I wanted to write a story that constantly undercut whatever lesson or moral message it had last 
supported. For instance, if a character was punished for stealing by getting into a car accident and getting 
caught by the police, then later a character might be rewarded for stealing by getting away from the police 
because they got into a car accident. However, I learned quickly that it was practically impossible as well 
as unsatisfying to write that way. Constantly undermining any ideology that I accidentally or intentionally 
wrote into the story became tedious, and it distracted from telling a compelling story. In the end, rather than 
worrying about how I could use moral law in such a narrow way, I changed my focus and explored how 
writers, readers, and characters interact with moral law, which resu lted in a more fruitful experience and, I 
hope, after looking once more at the following creative thesis, a more satisfying story as well. 
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R E N D E R  D O W N  
Issue One I Chapter One 
On a wide river, a wooden town of 1000 people floats, anchored against the west-flowing current. 
But at the eastern docks during sunrise, two teenage boys are trying to sail the town away . ELIJAH (15) 
and CONNOR (14)-have opposite ends ofa red rope tied around their waists. From their bodies, the rope 
extends out across the water and wraps around a Renaissance-styled stone column breaching the surface. 
Tethered to this backlit column and pulling on this rope, the boys ' silhouettes look like they're playing tug­
of-war with the sun itself. 
But with a closer look at CONNOR's feet sliding forward, it's clear that they're trying to force each other 
into the water. 
ELIJAH, the stronger one, has the rope thrown over his shoulder as he pulls , gaining more leverage, clearly 
winning . On the losing side, CONNOR contorts and struggles to stay up. 
As CONNOR falls toward the water, he saves himself, wrapping his legs around a beam sticking up at the 
end of the pier . 
EDITH 
(off-panel) 
ELIJAH, you're go ing to drown your brother. 
Page Two 
Hinote 15 
Just as CONNOR is about to lose h i s  hold, a woman named EDITH (50), grabs ELIJAH' s  ear. 
ELIJAH grimaces from the pain and stops pul l ing on the rope.  
ELIJAH 
Aw, you m ined the game. CONNOR, run before old lady EDITH kidnaps you. 
He drops his  head and m utters sadly.  
ELIJAH 
It ' s  too late for me. 
She grabs his ear. 
EDITH 
You know better than to tamper with the columns. You' ll upset the anchors. 
ELIJAH flings her hand away. 
ELI.JAB 
That's the point. We've got a floating town here. Why would you tell the people to tie it 
to a bunch of sunken rubble? 
EDITH 
Better to fight a small world than a big one. 
He points at the dock, indicating the whole stagnant town. 
ELIJAH 
Hinote 16 
Th is isn't fighting. This is surrender. 
Beh ind h im, CONNOR s l ips out of the rope, dis interested in the conversation . 
_1.>.age Three 
CONNOR grabs ELIJAH' s portion of the rope w ithout getting noticed. 
ELIJAH 
Me and CONNOR-we're the ones fighting. 
CONNOR subtly pu l l s  from his brother 's  side of the rope, and the loose loop that he  s li pped out of falls 
into the water . 
ELIJAH 
And someday when we' re strong enough ... 
The loose loop snakes around the col umn. 
ELI.JAB 
. . .  we're gonna untie the anchors and sail th is whole town downriver. 
Soon enough, CONNOR has pu l led it back to the pier. ELIJAH points back to h is brother with his thumb. 
ELIJAH 
In fact, I'm strong enough already . l'mjust wait ing on him. 
Hinote 1 7  
Behind him, CONNOR throws the rope over a high horizontal beam that extends from a nearby wooden 
tower. It hangs like a noose just overhead. 
EDITH 
Let's get back to the afterschool center. Or do I have to tell your parents about what 
you ' re planning to do with the town? 
ELIJAH 
They don ' t care. Mom's always working on the town's harpoon cannons, and Dad's 
always diving to look at the ruins. 
Behind ELIJAH's back, CONNOR leaps, hands reaching for the noose . 
CONNOR 
Hey, ELIJAH ... 
Pa ge Four 
CONNOR 
Let's see if you make a good anchor too! 
CONNOR swings on the rope, kicking his legs out over the water as the rope around ELIJAH's waist goes 
taut and pu lls him off the. pier. 
As ELIJAH is airborne, something ghostly begins forming in his path . 
A half-second later, the figure fully appears, a ghostly butcher gritting spectral teeth as it swings a cleaver 
at ELIJAH. 
Hinote 1 8  
But the boy flies headfirst through the ghost instead and splashes unharmed into the water. 
The cleaver chops through a ghostly fish's head and sticks into a transparent cutting table. 
Spirits begin appearing al l  over, starting at the docks and moving toward the town, all of them seemingly 
going about their day, obl ivious to the l iving. 
Occasionally a ghost wi l l  reach for something, and when their hand c loses, a spectral object or animal will 
appear in their  grasp. 
And when they let go, the objects vanish again. 
ELIJAH's head pokes out of the water, and he watches alongside CONNOR, who still clings to the rope, 
swinging over a ghostly drunken beggar. The beggar holds out his translucent cup with one hand and pets 
his dog w ith the other . 
ELIJAH 
The Render ghosts are real? 
CONNOR 
Does that mean the Render's real too? 
EDITH's  fist clenches as a ghost walks straight toward her . . .  
Hinote 1 9  
And then passes through her. Nostrils flared, she gives commands to the boys. 
EDITH 
CONNOR, get down from there . ELIJAH, get out of the water. 
Something terrible is coming. 
Page Seven 
EDITH 
(off-panel) 
And the people behind it are worse . 
On a wide river, two looters row west in a small flat-bottomed boat through mist, 20-year-old MARCUS 
sitting idle at the front and 40-year-old FINN paddling behind him. In the background, ghost children--a 
14-year-old boy and girl---run on the water with swords in the same direction, oblivious to the men they 
now haunt. S louched and scowl ing, MARCUS ignores them back. 
MARCUS 
Ever feel sick of ghosts, FINN? 
FINN 
I happen to l ike seeing the replay of people in their final minutes. Good reminder of 
who's in charge. 
But if you don 't, then by all means, MARCUS, go kill the next town's population before 
the Render does. 
Hinote 20 
MARCUS suddenly sits up and unfolds his map. 
MARCUS 
What town?! It's all river! 
Beh ind them, the ghost boy trips, drops his sword, and lies left beh i n d .  
Marcus sighs and sketches a small square onto the westernmost uncharted section of h is  map. In the square, 
he writes "still more damn water." 
MARCUS 
Sorry. Sick of killing too. Hate the look people get in their eyes. 
Ever thought about how messed up JORDA N's gonna be? She's alm ost old enough to 
start looting with us, you know? 
The fallen boy cries and holds his knee. 
FINN 
You want to take a fourteen-year-old girl from her family? See how far you get, hero. 
Besides, none of us are "messed up. " You were born in to the tribe. and you still  got too 
much conscience for my liking. 
So h ere's a better idea. You don't like the look people  give you? Stop looking our 
targets in the eye. 
Hinote 21  
As he speaks, a ghost that looks l ike a Roman centurion w ith a sword approaches the boy. 
MARCUS 
I don ' t do it on purpose. And some of the younger crew members to ld me that they have 
the exact same problem. 
They ' re fine with wandering and scavengin g what we can find, but when they loot with 
us for the first time-and they find out that we have to kill occasionally-they start 
talking, FINN. 
There ' s  whispers of mutiny c ircling among the younger members. And if even our top 
scout i sn't  wi l l ing to k i l l  anymore .. . 
All I'm saying is that JORDAN ' s  still innocent. And that makes me think-what if I 
took her somewhere she wants to go. 
It m ight gi ve her some stability to decide for herself where to sail instead of us dragging 
her around whil e  we chase the Render. 
Behind them, the centurion helps the boy up. 
FINN 
The Render is stabi l ity, MARCUS. It ' s  not random. 
If you don ' t  follow it, it hunts you down. You would end up just l ike these ghosts you 
hate. 
The centurion hands the dropped sword back to the boy. 
Hinote 22 
MARCUS 
You ever wonder i f  we're being just a b it superstitious? 
FfNN 
Not at all. It ' s clea rly watching over us. Think about the evidence. 
MARCUS throws his hands up in  disbelief. 
MARCUS 
It  switched directions on us dozens of times. Killed half the tribe last year. 
FINN 
That ' s  the reason we didn ' t  starve that year. And if we p lan poorly and let the rations run 
out, it might have to save us that way again. 
I got a sense about these things. We'll hit another settlement any day now. The scouts 
haven't come back yet, so there ' s still hope. 
The boy salutes the centurion, who wipes a tear from the boy's face. 
MARCUS 
Even if that thing is capable of wanting anything, I'd bet my l ife that it doesn't want us 
around. 
Hinote 23 
Let's say I'm the Render. I fly around and take and take. But I don't do anything out of 
cruelty. Just natural instinct. 
So when l see some looters following me around . I think, whatever, they 're just 
surviving.  
But that's not the truth anymore. One of the scouts told me about the orders that you 
gave them, FINN. 
They've been ordered to stop our targets from escap ing with food or weapons .  They ' re 
making sure we get more than the Render would natura l ly give us. 
That ' s  not exactly what you're always preaching about. now is it? It just makes me think 
The centurion hands the spare sword to the boy. 
MARCUS 
!fl were the  Render, I'd turn around a t  random times. I'd kil l the parasites on my tail. I'd 
make ghosts of the people I killed. 
Anyth ing to make people too scared to use me. And if people wouldn't take the hint ... 
The centurion and the boy march west, battle-ready. 
MARCUS 
. .. I'd kill the who le world too. 
Hinote 24 
FINN 
Taking is the natural order. Stop eating if it bothers you so much. But the rest of us 
understand . 
That's what makes us the chosen ones . You follow it you live. 
Another boat of looters passes through the ghostly bodies of the centurion and the boy. 
MARCUS 
I bet our dead friends thought they were the chosen ones too . . .  
. . . Ti! al l the water in their bodies-from their blood to their bone marrow-was 
siphoned out of them. 
FINN 
The people it killed must have doubted it. Just like you. They probab ly looked the poor 
saps that they were killing in the eye. Just like you. 
Honestly, MARCUS, what exactly do you see in their eyes that makes you want to risk 
making God mad? 
The centurion and the boy mount a horse. 
MARCUS 
That's just it. I don 't  even see people's eyes anymore. 
Hinote 25 
Behind MARCUS and FINN, a whole fleet of looters appear in a pyramid formation of 15 boats with two 
people per vessel. They crawl through the mist and ghosts, fingers skimming the water and paddles rowing 
forth. Their eyes swirl with dark colors and look like miniature black holes, and to the s ide, a well 
organ ized army of ghostly centurions m arches behind their mounted leader and the boy. The centurion 
points his spear forward and cr ies out,  his voice lost to the living. 
MARCUS 
I see proof that God is already mad. 
Back at the floating town, NALANI (28), a scout from the looter group, h ides in the early morn ing shadow 
on a rooftop and watches EDITH, CONNOR, and ELIJAH. 
Nearby, a l ine of ghosts in hooded robes approaches from the North, seemingly walking on air a few feet 
above water. 
Small transparent c ircles of earth and grass appear where their bare feet land, only to van ish as they take 
the next step . 
But at the docks, the boys smi le  at the ghost of the drunken homeless man, still petting h i s  dog and 
panhandling. 
CONNOR drops a coin into the ghost ' s  cup, but it falls through. 
CONNOR 
Well , there's your problem, buddy. 
Hinote 26 
E DITH 
Stop playing with the dead and help me warn the others. 
EDITH cups her hands around her mouth and shouts. 
EDITH 
Listen up, people! Don "t let the ghosts distract you! 
The townspeople all seem in shock, staring at EDITH , NALANI, or the nearest ghosts. 
NALANI drops down to the docks behind EDITH. 
NALANI 
Don't worry. They'll be okay. My friends only hurt the people who fight back or flee 
with their valuables. And me . . .  
EDITH turns to face N ALAN I, an intimidating figure garbed in combat boots. a bandana, and a dozen belts 
around her torso. arms, and legs. One belt wraps around her left fist and another strap hangs from her right. 
NALANI 
rm here to rem ind you that your lives are your only valuables. 
NALAN I wh ips the strap over EDITH's mouth, muzzl ing her. 
She pulls EDITH's face downward and puts her in an arm-lock . 
Hinote 27 
NALANI 
And l can ' t have you starting a panic.  
ELIJ AH tries to j ump at NALANI, but CONNOR stops h im.  
ELIJAH 
Hey, let her go ! 
NALANI looks at the crowd as they al l  rush toward her to stop the attack.  She brings her mouth by 
EDITH' s  ear but shouts loud enough for everyone to hear her. 
NALANI 
Make them stop, or I ' l l  kill you and the boys.  
EDITH holds out her one free hand to signal them to stop . The crowd halts, uncertain, grimacing. 
NALANI 
One of you boy s !  Get in the water and bring my boat over here. Do i t  and your grandma 
gets to live. 
ELIJAH crosses his arms.  
E LIJAH 
Why wou ld we help you? You ' re stuck here w ith the rest of us now, and if you hurt her, 
no one will show you any mercy. 
Hinote 28 
CONNOR grits h i s  teeth and whispers to h is  brother. 
CONNOR 
ELIJAH, l know it' s not perfect, but th is might be a chance to finally leave. 
ELIJAH shakes h i s  head at CONNOR. 
He looks at the horizon . 
Then he looks back at N A LANI .  
ELI.J AH 
Where· s your boat? 
St i l l  in an arm- lock and muted by a belt. EDITH points to the hor izon . E LIJAH l ooks confused by the old 
woman 's  action.  
ELI.JAB 
Wait. how does she know where i t  is? 
NA LA N I  
She isn ' t pointing to  my boat. 
CONNOR 
Then what 's  she pointing to? 
Hinote 29 
The Render appears over the h orizon, j ust u nder 5 k i lometers away. Its presence is awe- inspiring, a I 00-
meter tear in the eastern sky, ecl ips ing the sun.  A black hole w ith what appears to be a waterfall pouring 
out of it, a bridge between heaven and earth .  
I t  creeps closer, moving about 20 k ilometers per hour. In about 15 minutes, it wil l  be over the floating 
town. 
EDITH 
The Render.  
NALAN I releases EDITH. 
NALANI 
Good n ews. You can' t  do any more damage , so you're free. 
ELIJAH stares at the Render. 
ELIJAH 
Is  that a m oving waterfal l? 
EDITH wipes the s ide of her mouth w ith her wrist. 
EDITH 
That water isn't falling. 
A closer look reveals water drop lets flying skyward . 
Hinote 3 0  
ED ITH 
It' s  rising. It's swallowing the water. 
ELIJAH scratches his  head as CONNOR twists his l ips sideways. 
CONNOR 
B ut I thought the Render was just a m yth to make us afraid to leave town. 
The boys look at the l ine of hooded specters approach ing from the north. The specters pass through 
buildings and the l iv ing, grim determination in their careful motions. 
ELIJAH 
Ghosts haunting the town , a looter jumping from the rooftops, a tear in the sky. This is 
no t ime for doubt. 
ELIJAH stares at NA LAN I as the hooded specters seize the beggar ghost. 
ELIJAH 
I just can't bel ieve a stranger would want all of us to lose our lives. 
The hooded specters begin dragging the beggar toward the south . 
NALA N I 
r m  a looter-not a ki l ler. A l l  I want is for your people to evacuate w ith noth ing but your 
l ives .  
As the beggar fights back, one of the hooded specters raises a fist  to subdue him . 
Hinote 3 1  
EDITH 
How could you be so selfish? 
From the east, the ghost ly centurion appears and thrusts a translucent spear through N ALA N I ,  who ignores 
it enti rely . 
NALA N I  
If  you have to  ask,  then you don't understand the world we l ive  in .  
The centur ion ' s spear pierces the hooded specter' s  shoulder to stop him from striking the beggar. 
NALANI 
There ' s  no time to talk anymore. Your people need to evacuate. And I recommend 
leav ing your possessions behind.  
The other hooded specters grasp w i ldly, try ing to pull the centurion and the boy off the horse .  
E DITH 
We wil l  not be scared away from our homes. 
The ghost boy rid ing behind the centurion bashes his h i lt aga inst the head of another hooded specter. 
NALANI 
Stay then . Die if you l ike. But point me to the nearest bridge out of here. 
Hinote 32 
Ghostly sold iers fol low the centurion i nto the fray, toppl ing robed figures but not ki l l ing . 
E DITH 
There isn't  one . It ' s  all water. You've been on the rooftops . Y ou ' ve seen. 
Three of the h ooded specters manage to pull the centurion from the horse. In the background, another two 
specters remove the spear from the wounded specter ' s shou lder . 
NALA N I  
I ' m  talking about the secret bridge. The one you h ide underwater s o  people l ike me 
can ' t  sneak i nto your village from the is lan ds . The bridge you on ly raise for emergencies . 
I 've never seen a floating sett l ement w ithout one . 
The hooded specters stab the spear through the centurion, pinning him to the earth 
E D IT H  
I already told you .  
N A LANI 
Fine,  I don ' t  need to get the truth out of you . I j u st need to know which direction your 
peop le run when they' re afraid . 
NALAN I shouts to the people .  
NALA N I  
Hinote 3 3  
Get to shore or the Render will take you al l !  
The townspeople stare at NALAN I for a moment. 
Then they disperse in random directions, jumping into the water from every dock. 
EDITH casts a s ideways look at NALANI. 
E DITH 
See? 
NALANI 
Crap . 
_ra ge Sixteen 
NALANI stares at the horizon in fear. 
NALANI 
Then your people are doomed. 
The specters stab the boy ' s  sword through his foot, p inn ing him to the horse · s  stirrup. 
N ALANI 
You can ' t  all escape. It' s  too fast . 
The specters slap the horse and send it runn ing south. 
Hinote 34 
NALAN I  
You ' ve k illed your entire town. 
The horse gallops away from town as the boy struggles to free himself from the stirrup . 
A l l  across the southern landscape, other ghosts panic , trying to flee, but more and m ore h ooded specters 
appear and subdue them. 
NALANI 
You had to fight back, and you 've ki l led them al l. 
.�� Sevente�_t:! 
CONNOR and ELIJAH watch as specters force other ghosts to the ground. 
CONNOR 
The Render rea l ly does replay the last moments of everyone it k i l ls,  doesn 't  i t? 
F ighting the urge to cry, EDITH frowns against her will  as she looks at the boys .  
E DITH 
Please don't look, boys. Just keep believing  it ' s  not real . 
They keep looking while more hooded specters appear to overwhelm the centurion ' s  army. 
Soon, the ghostly horse and the boy cross the southern horizon. 
CONNOR 
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Hinote 3 5  
That boy must not have escaped. When these ghosts were alive, the Render o f  their time 
must have been approaching from over there. 
Edith looks east, where the Render of the present draws closer. It ' s  on ly 8 m inutes away now . 
EDITH 
Boys, don't  watch the ghosts--please. 
ELIJAH 
No, if th is is the end, I need to see the truth . 
EDITH 
There ' s  still a way to survive, ELIJAH. I promise. 
ELIJAH 
How? 
She scowls at N ALANI. 
NALANI laughs. 
E DITH 
Just trust me. I wish I could tell you. But I can ' t  let this demon know about our 
defenses. She might be able to signal her people . 
NALA N I  
Hinote 3 6  
The o l d  lady can only make empty promises at th is point, boys .  So i f  you want to live, 
you should come w ith me. 
We can swim to the southern shore if we leave now . 
She dives off the docks toward the south to swim to the is land a 1 00 meters away, out of the Render' s 
traj ectory . Before she h its the water, she cal l s  to CONNOR and ELIJA H. 
NALANI 
Swim or d ie, boys.  
CONNOR dives after her. 
E DITH 
CONNOR, wait !  
He comes up for air and turns back to ELIJAH. 
CONNOR 
Come on, ELIJAH. Now ' s  our chance to fina l ly leave this town .  
CONNOR begins swimming away . ELIJAH puts h is hand on EDITH's  arm. 
ELIJAH 
For the record, I believed you. 
Hinote 3 7  
ELIJ AH jumps i n  after h i s  brother. 
As they swim toward the island, ghosts hover a few feet over their  heads.  The hooded specters contro l  the 
battle and drag more people toward the south and the is land. 
CON N OR cal ls forward to N ALANI. 
CONN OR 
I thought y o u  had a boat. 
NALANI 
It ' s  on the island. 
CONNOR 
Are you serious? 
NALAN I 
I couldn ' t j ust row up to your town, kid . 
Page Twenty 
After a little longer swimming, N ALAN I grits her teeth and looks back at the boys . 
N ALANI 
You ' re swimming too slow. The Render"s current is go ing to drag you into it .  Go 
underwater unti l  we're c loser to the i s land. It doesn ' t  reach all the way to the riverbed . 
ELIJAH glances left, checking on the Render ' s  position . I t 's  only 5 m in utes from town now. 
Hinote 3 8  
E LIJA H  
How deep wi l l  we have to  go? 
NALANI d ips underwater, opening her eyes to scan the riverbed through the c lear water. 
She comes back up. 
N A LA N I  
Thirty seconds down and two m inutes south . Let ' s  get to shore. 
E LIJAH 
How do you know all this? 
She beg ins to swim away. 
NALANI 
The world is  flooded, kid . It helps to know everyth ing about surv iv ing in  water. Don ' t  
get lost down there. 
ELIJAH gives h i s  brother a concerned look. 
He cal ls  back to NALAN I. 
ELIJAH 
I don ' t  think CONNOR can hold his breath long enough . 
NALA N I  
Hinote 3 9  
Then you ' ll have to hold him down. 
CONN O R ' s  face reddens .  
E LIJAH 
You said we would survive ! You said you weren ' t a m u rderer !  
Page Twenty-One 
NALANI stops. 
She turns toward 
NALANI 
You want to survive? Then do it for each other. You won ' t  last down there if you' re only 
fighting for yourself. 
CONNOR 
. . .  says the selfish pirate who got us into thi s .  
And finally, s h e  s w i m s  back t o  them . 
NALANI 
N o, I won ' t  be called a murderer over th is .  If you g ive up now, it' s on you . Remember 
that. Don ' t  get lost down there. 
They all tum to the Render and inhale deeply. 
Hinote 40 
Then they dive. CONNOR is  lagging. 
NALANI pull s CONNOR down to save him from expending energy . 
Now ELIJAH trails behind, no match for NALANrs speed . 
Below, c l usters of broken renaissance architecture come into view. In the background is the p illar that the 
boys had used for their tug-of-war game earlier. 
NALANI and CONNOR reach the bottom at last and cling to the stonework. 
As ELIJAH hovers above them, they begin  their s low crawl to shore. 
�age Twenty-Three 
That i s  unti l CONNOR s ignals that he needs to breathe. 
NA LANI shakes her head. 
But he begins thrash ing in the water, swimming back u p  for air. 
ELIJAH, about a meter higher, plants his hand on CONNOR' s chest, pushing down. 
Above, the Render passes right next to the ir  location now. Water s lants toward it, dragging ELIJAH into 
the void. 
Hinote 4 1  
As NALANI grabs CONNOR to pul l  him al l  the way out of the Render' s  reach, CONNOR releases a 
garbled underwater cry . He watches helplessly as ELIJAH disintegrates skyward. Only the severed hand 
that ELIJAH had pressed against CONNOR 's chest remains in tact. 
Pa_g� _ _T\\'enty-Five 
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Hinote 42 
CONNOR' s  eyes begin to c lose as he b lacks out from low oxygen and the horrific s ight of ELIJAH ' s  
death . The hand that ELIJAH used t o  hold down CONNOR sti l l  remains pressed against CONNOR's  chest. 
N ALANI tucks CONNOR between her and the stone architecture below her as she crawls for shore. 
Fully unconscious now, ELIJAH's  severed hand sl ips from CONNOR's .  
The hand seems to  be reaching out to  them as  i t  floats u p  and diss ipates in the Render' s  reach. 
NALANI claws along more stones, heading for shore. 
After a long struggle to save thi s  boy and hold her breath , she looks up to see that only water and f iltered 
sunl ight meet her gaze. The space overhead is final ly safe. 
She breaches the surface. 
In the knee-deep waters, NALAN I drags CONNOR toward shore .  Behind her, the Render closes in on the 
town. 2 minutes away. 
NALANI  stares at the town that was too proud to evacuate as she presses on CONN OR's  chest continually . 
Hinote 43 
N ALANI 
Town full of fools .  
CONNOR punctuates her comment by cough ing up water. 
He takes a deep gasp and rol ls  on h is side to face his home. 
The town begins to s lant toward the void below the Render. 
And then a few dozen puffs of smoke appear in var ious po ints throughout the town. 
NAL AN I  
Are those cannons? 
NALAN I' S eyes widen as she real izes it' s not cannon -fire . 
Sand explodes around NALANI and CONNOR as g iant h arpoons spear the shore . 
Through the shower of sand, N ALANI protects her eyes w ith her arm and examines the mass ive harpoons 
surrounding her. 
She finds that ropes from each one extend to the town. CONNOR ro l ls  to face the town.  
NALANI looks to the floating town again and finds that  i t  somehow looks closer. 
Hinote 44 
N ALANI 
l.s the town . . .  
Another second passes, and the d istance between them narrows even more . 
NALA N I  
. . . getting closer? 
A view from above reveals that a great majority of the town is now safely out of the Render ' s path . Some 
of the north side would sti l l  be hit though. 
Crowds hustle around. S omeone h idden in the crowd shouts.  
EDITH 
(hidden , off-pane l ) 
Easy ! This is land is an underwater mountain ,  so keep some distance.  Let' s not run the 
town ashore. 
Evacuate the north side. The Render and the looters are still coming . Arm yourse lves. 
Bar your doors. 
Remember-your lives are your on ly valuables, but they won ' t  take anything from us 
w ithout a fight. 
When the town i s  only a few meters from the island, the crowds part to reveal  Edith was the one shouting. 
She scowls at NALANI. 
EDITH 
I told you we don't  have a bridge. 
EDITH walks through the shal low water to shore. 
Hinote 45 
Once there, she crouches in  front of CONNOR, who is  sti l l  lying on his s ide. His  tears are lost in the water 
dripping from his  hair, the sand caking h is  c lothes and skin. 
EDITH 
Where' s  your brother? 
CONNOR stares in her eyes w ithout speaking. 
EDITH 
Oh, CONNOR . . .  
I 'm so sorry . 
NALANI bites her l ip,  concerned. 
NALANI 
What happened to all the people who jumped in the water earl ier? 
EDITH meets her concern with straight-faced b itterness. 
EDITH 
Huh, that ' s  amusing.  Imagine you feeling gui lty about scaring people overboard . 
Hinote 46 
N ALAN I lowers her head. 
E DITH 
Don ' t  worry. They on ly swam down to unt ie the anchors. They · re safe now. 
EDITH 
(off-panel) 
In fact. the only reason anyone died today was because of you . 
Cresting the horizon, FINN and M ARCUS see that the floating town has escaped the Render. 
MARCUS massages his temples, h is fingers press ing sharply as the m ap grazes h is sweating skin. Ink 
smears and drips , black and gleaming. 
MARCUS 
You were right about one th ing . There ' s  a settlement, but  it j ust sidestepped a hundred­
meter black hole .  NALAN I must have run into trouble.  
Pretty sure we should turn back. Never raided a town without the Render h itting it first. 
It' s  l ike you say .  Render giveth and taketh away, r ight? 
FINN clenches h is jaw and h ides his  d isappointment. 
F I N N  
Hinote 47 
A n  u ntouched settlement always has more to offer. It ' s sti l l  a gift .  Even if  the Render 
d idn ' t  destroy their town, it st i l l  led us here. 
MARCUS 
FINN, rm beginn ing to think you ' re just a prophet with n o  god . 
FINN tightens h i s  grip on h i s  oar at the sound of such blasphemy 
But when he  opens h i s  m o uth to say something, he's interrupted by the nearest looters pointing back 
toward the town and shouting. 
The Render stil l  hovers north of the town, only a few meters past where it was when the looters first crested 
the horizon and saw the town. 
The looters look closer, eyes squinting, but the Render doesn't  seem to be moving . 
MARCUS 
It stopped . 
Then it moves backward. c loser to the looters ' boats . 
FINN 
N o, it changed direction.  
MARCU S paddles backward frantically as the water all  around them rushes toward the Render to fi l l  the 
void left from this  reverse waterfal l .  
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MARC U S  
FINN, come on !  Paddle back !  The current w ill  pull us into it !  
The dripping ink fal l s  from his temple to the back of his hand . He cries out more desperately . 
M ARCUS 
FINN , why aren 't  you helping? 
MARCUS looks back at FINN,  and the s ight brings his pan ic to a stop. 
The dawn silhouettes FINN ' s  stoic face w ith a crown of sunshafts and a blazing mant le . 
FINN 
This  is  your fau It. 
FINN bashes his  oar across MA RCUS ' s  mouth. and broken b loody teeth spi l l  out. 
MARCUS spins w ith the b low, bare ly able to catch himself on the edge of the boat where an unfamili ar 
reflection peers back from the river .  
He l ifts his head slowly and stares toward the south and the batt le of ghosts that he has been ignoring. 
There, a cu lt of hooded specters hover over the water and hold down the army of centurion ghosts they 
have conquered . The battle is over. 
Hinote 49 
The hooded specters hold out their hands. l ift their eyes to the sky, and breathe deeply as they all dissipate 
together. Though there is no v is ib le Render in the sky over them now. their display of devotion and their 
sacrifice to their invisible god remains steadfast. 
Though their victims try to flee certain  fate, their final moments pass just as they did long ago when the 
Render had come for them. 
By the docks, the ghostly centurion from earl ier, now fal len in battle. pinned to the earth with his  own 
spear, locks eyes with a h ooded specter he had stabbed earl ier. Both study each other, unable  to move . 
And they share a look of painful sympathy as they disintegrate. 
An oar pushes i nto MARC U S ' s  side gent ly and topples him into the water. 
His  body strains in weak resistance against the current as it takes him toward the Render of the present. 
Behind FINN, M ARCUS sees ghostly centurions reappear and replay their final  m om ents again .  
While the ghost boy falls and drops his sword again, MARCUS ' s  body d i s integrates skyward , and his 
partner mutters an epithet . 
FI N N  
Hinote 5 0  
N onbeliever. 
FINN looks back to the other looters who stare at him in fear. 
FINN 
Everyon e  watch, or you ' re next. 
FINN watches the looters, making sure they 're gazing past h im to MARCUS as the current pul ls him 
toward the Render. 
MARCUS reaches out as he crosses under the Render ' s  edge 
And his l imp body disintegrates. 
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FINN reaches into the water on each side of his canoe. 
When his hands resurface, they hold s lack ropes that connect his boat to those behind him. He cries out an 
order. 
FINN 
Ropes !  
The ropes goes taut. 
Hinote 5 1  
Behind h im are more ropes tightening, l inking all the boats in a pyramid formation. FINN gives another 
command.  
FINN 
Pull! 
Their formation col lapses away from the Render. 
With time, the boats form into a straight l ine with FINN in the center. 
They pull  the boats together and form a bridge to the southern island shore . 
The looters begin to head to shore, stepping from boat to boat. 
But FINN stays standing in the m iddle, searching the western hor izon as his looters pass .  
NALANI 
[off-panel] 
FINN!  
FINN turns his  head to  shore where N ALAN I stands, catching her breath . 
He starts walking toward her, and halfway back to shore, he cal ls  back to her. 
FINN 
NALAN I, how long do we have before the Render i s  on us. 
Hinote 52 
N ALANI checks the sky. 
NALANI 
It' s about two or three k i lometers west. Looks like seven minutes. Maybe e ight. 
FINN 
Good enough . Is taking the town even a possibility at th is point? 
She meets his gaze, unafraid of what she has to say. 
NALANI 
No. These are the most prepared people I 've ever seen. I barely s l ipped out of there. And 
without the boats or the Render, we don't have the r ight odds. 
NALANI looks confused that F INN is alarmed rather than disappointed. Then she hears his  warn ing. 
FINN 
Watch out! 
From the woods comes CONNOR leaping to surprise-attack N A LAN I. 
He clings to her back, his  fists pounding against her as he cries out. 
CONNOR 
You killed h im !  You told us we wou ld surv ive, and you k i lled him ! 
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NALAN I  s l ings him around to the sandbar w ith ease . A s  he h its the ground, F INN s m irks. 
FI N N  
Tough k i d .  Gett ing into fights h e  can 't win. Reminds me o f  t h e  way a younger NALANI 
acted .  
She  glares back. 
NALANI 
Reminds me of the way you 're acting right now .  
CONNOR s its up to look at them, rubs h is neck, and sp its out sand . 
NALANI 
So what shoul d  we do w ith h im? 
EDITH steps out of the woods, to stand between CONNOR and the looters . 
EDITH 
Raiding cit ies .  H urting children. Y o u  should al l  be ashamed .  
FINN pats N ALANI on the shoulder. 
FINN 
I can't  wait to tell the others that our head scout let a kid and his grandma follow her 
back to the retreat point. 
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EDITH spits at  FINN who laughingly rai ses an arm to block h is  face.  
E DITH 
You j ust wait.  Someday th is Render prob lem w ill so lve itsel f. Someday that evi l  thing 
w i l l  steal enough water that we ' l l a l l be too low for it to reach us. 
Then you dev i l s  w ill have nothing to help you tear the world apart. 
CONNOR points past her to the western horizon. 
She looks and forces a smile .  Her eyes still reveal a mixture of fear and anger. 
FINN scoffs. 
EDITH 
Oh, that's right-I'm getting ahead of myself. aren 't I?  After all, your entire fleet is 
about to be destroyed . Unless you think you can get al l  these boats ashore before it gets 
here . 
FINN 
We can pull  them all ashore in seconds. In fact, we even have t ime to enjoy the v iew . 
The boats begin to tilt toward the Render as water rushes toward the void below it. 
FINN 
(off-panel) 
Hinote 5 5  
Let ' s  watch .  
FINN raises h is  hand, ready to  give the order to  pu l l  the boats to shore. 
FINN 
Ready, people? 
ALL TH E LOOTE RS 
AYE ! 
FINN begins to give the order when he stops himself. His eyes narrow 
He sees that the tilt of the boats toward the Render has somehow decreased. His hand lowers . 
FINN 
The current ' s  getting weaker. 
EDITH 
No . . .  
The tilt decreases more . 
And soon the water evens out. 
The Render is no longer pulling water upward . The looters all stare from the s ide, looking into its infin ite 
depth . They see only darkness .  
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Unti l  l ittle specks of  b lue begin to  appear ins ide it. 
NALAN I 
What is that? 
The specks grow in size and number. FlNN runs a hand through his hair in disbelief .
.FINN 
Can ' t  you see? 
A light cascade of raindrops shower down. 
Ripples of water appear in  the river just ahead of the boats . 
And FlNN smiles skyward, the sunlight gl inting in the side of his eyes while the Render overlaps h is  
pupi ls .  He looks alien, demonic.  
FINN 
It' s  rain. 
He begins walking from boat to boat, toward the boats that are now under Render. 
NALANI 
FINN, don't !  It' s  not safe. 
Hinote 5 7  
FINN pauses right outside the rain. 
Then he begins to reach a hand u nder it .  
The looters grit their teeth or gape at his risk. 
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B ut instead of FINN losing his  h and, a puddle form s in h i s  cupped palm . The water reflects h i s  face and the 
Render above. 
FINN 
I knew it. 
He turns to his people and cal ls  out. 
FINN 
We a re the chosen ones ! 
EDITH looks down and mutters under her breath.  
EDITH 
We ' re doomed . 
She turns and hugs CONN OR, who keeps looking onward. 
The looters beg in to walk under the rain cautio usly.  
Hinote 5 8  
FINN u rges them on .  
On the perimeter, looters begin to play in the rain .  
He turns, smiling toward the n orth . 
There he sees something he can 't  quite d i scern . 
A moment later, he ' s  rush ing away, returning to shore, passing the revelers. 
On shore, FINN walks east, away from the town and the direction that the boats face.  
NALANI 
Easy, FINN. You look l ike you saw a ghost. Everyth ing okay? 
FINN 
NALAN I, are you sti ll our best  fighter? 
She scoffs. 
NALANI 
Of course .  
FINN 
Then come w ith me.  We have to get back to camp before the others. 
Hinote 59 
She crosses her  arms .  
N ALAN I 
I 'm not going anywhere unti l you te l l  me what you saw .  
He stops and closes h is eyes . 
And flashback reveals what he saw .  There in the downpour under the Render stands a ghostly figure that 
looks like MARC U S .  Rain outl ines the spirit ' s  transparent body. The looters don " t  seem to see him as they 
celebrate, necks craned back, catching rain in the ir  mouths, embracing one another. But F INN,  defensive 
and fearful ,  stares d irectly at this rai n-spr ite . 
FINN 
(off-panel)  
I saw MARCUS.  Even though I h ad just thrown him under the  Render . 
(off-panel)  
You killed him? 
(off-panel) 
N ALA N I  
FINN 
Apparently not. At least not all the way . 
N ALANI 
(off-panel) 
Hinote 60 
You saw another ghost. It ' s  not unusual for us. 
FINN 
(off-panel) 
No,  I ' ve never seen anyth ing l ike this ,  N A LAN I .  It  w asn ' t  the Render replaying his  last 
moments. It was him . 
He was j ust standing there, look ing at me.  Like he wanted me to see him, to know that I 
hadn ' t  really k i l led h im.  
NALANI 
(off-panel) 
That rain m ight not be normal water. How do you know you weren't  just hallucinating? 
And even if he was there, what would that mean? 
FINN 
(off-pane l ) 
If you had heard what he said before I killed him,  you ' d understand. He said he ' d  force 
us to stop us ing the Render if he cou ld . 
He took its teeth away for now, but I bet he 's  plan ing something . 
NALANI 
(off-panel) 
Wait, you think MARCUS is controlling the Render? 
The rain-formed face of MARCUS raises his  eyebrows at FINN, as if h e ' s  j ust as surprised as his former 
partner, and in the present FINN te l ls  N ALAN I :  
Hinote 6 1  
FINN 
(off-panel) 
I think a heathen hijacked our god. 
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In the present, FINN crests a hil l ,  walking toward the east again . NALAN I hurries after him. 
FINN 
But who could believe that, right? 
NALANI 
So you're just leaving? 
FINN 
I ' m  going to find the girl that MARCUS wanted to save. 
NALAN I 
Just because she ' s  young doesn't mean she'll be lieve you either. 
FINN 
I don ' t  need her to believe anything. 
NALANI 
Then what could you possibly be planning to do with her? 
FINN turns back to her, his face stern . 
Hinote 62 
FINN 
rm going to kidnap her. 
Taken aback, NALAN I ' s  mouth hangs open . 
NALANI 
FINN,  l isten to  yourself. You can 't just take a fourteen-year-o ld  g ir l  away from her 
family. 
Her parents wil l  hunt you down. The whole crew wi ll find you, and they ' l l  kill  you . 
FINN holds h is  arms out as if to show NALANI the world for the first t ime. 
FINN 
You don 't  even realize what MARCUS has done, do you? 
Our people have always said that the Render gives and takes away, but let ' s  be honest. 
Some of you doubted if it real ly was giving us anyth ing. 
I heard their whispers, people wondering if maybe we were just a bunch of scavengers . 
But today it gave us rain, and I thought, finally-proof that it' s not just random, that it 
chose us.  
B ut I was wrong. We are not the chosen ones. At l east not anymore.  
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N ALANI 
What do you mean? 
FINN puts his hands on h i s  hips and looks up at the sky as he exp l ains .  
FINN 
Before MARCUS d ied, he told me that he was worried about the girl-JORDAN. 
He said she shouldn ' t  have to become a looter l ike the rest of us .  He wanted her to have a 
choice.  
And now that he' s  in  control of the Render, we have to honor his last wish . 
But you and I both know that they won 't  just let our youngest member go without a fight. 
So I 'm  going to take her. At least unti l she · s  made her decision .  
FINN walks down the hi l l .  leav ing her behind.  
FINN 
Even if  it gets me hunted, even if the whole world wants to kil l  me, we have to obey 
MARCU S  now. 
Because as long as he controls the Render . . .  
Hinote 64 
Back at the l ine of boats, the looters play in the rain, obl ivious to FINN ' s  p lan. 
FINN 
(off-panel) 
. . .  Our world has a new god. 
Hinote 65 
R E N D E R  D O W N  
Issue Three I Chapter Three 
Page Forty-Eight 
NINE YEARS AGO. 
Below the underwater silhouette of the floating town, stands a forty-one-year-old EDITH, alone in a small 
submarine. The vessel is made of thick, curved glass held together with metal framework, and through its 
massive windows she can see the midday sunl ight filtering around the town' s  woodwork skeleton. 
EUHIE 
(off-panel) 
Pay close attention. You get to decide what happens to her in the end. 
TODAY. 
At the campsite of the looters, a fourteen-year-old girl named JORDAN CAESAR lets her quill hover over 
a page of parchment. Her pet squirrel, TISK, perches on her shoulder. He scratches his head as she twists 
her lips sideways, studying a ghost before her. On the ground by her feet, a ghostly woman in a spectral, 
hooded robe sits, seeming to meditate. 
JORDAN 
I know, Uncle EUHIE. I just question if this story is even worth our time. 
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Hinote 66 
Behind her, a sixty-year-o ld, one-eyed, long-bearded man named EUHEMERUS holds a crude monocle up 
to his eye. He reads from a stack of tom parchment pages, tales scrawled on each one. 
EUHIE 
Do I have to remind you again, JORDAN? It' s  our duty to remember the truth-
JORDAN 
-and write a better lie. I know. 
But I 'm tired of having to make up tall tales just because the others are too stubborn to 
accept an idea without us wrapping it in a story. 
Besides, they never really change. What will one more sad story do that the others 
haven't? 
EUHIE shakes his head and holds up his stack of papers. With his other hand, he holds out his monocle like 
a pen as he prepares to pontificate. Meanwhile, JORDAN snickers as her squirrel imitates EUHIE, puffing 
out his chest and sticking his nose up. 
EUHIE 
JORDAN CAESAR . . .  We are trying to make a culture here, and you sound like a 
damned pirate. 
She rolls her eyes, and on her shoulder, the squirrel points back with his thumb, like "Get a load of this 
guy." 
JORDAN 
Apple and the tree, Uncle EUHIE. 
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EUHIE gives a sidelong look at the squirrel, who winks back. 
EUHIE 
Stop joking around and give this woman the respect she deserves. 
He kneels before the ghost and studies her upturned face. 
EUHIE 
What do you think we should say happened to her? 
JORDAN puts her quill to her nose as she thinks . Her squirrel strokes the fur on his coarse chin. 
JORDAN 
I think you would say that she repented here. She stopped believing that the only way to 
heaven was to hurt or convert the nonbelievers. 
But even though she reached inner peace, she sti ll died for thinking the Render was a 
bridge instead of a weapon. 
EUHIE looks back at her suspiciously .  
EUHIE 
That 's  not what I asked. But how did you know? 
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She taps the side of her head with her quill and smirks. 
Hinote 68 
JORDAN 
In your stories, rebels are rewarded, and trusting the Render is punished. 
On her shoulder, the squirrel lies on his back, reaching up to the sky melodramatically. 
EUHIE rifles through his papers, a stack in each hand. 
EUHIE 
I guess I 'm getting a bit predictable, but that's why you should write this one. 
JORDAN 
Why bother? It' s  still just an ending. The Render still got her. Same for every other ghost 
we see. 
JORDAN holds her hands out as if cupping the ghost 's  face. 
JORDAN 
For once, I just want to write a beginning. 
EUHIE 
You can't tell people this woman lived, JORDAN. It' s not the way the world works. 
If she l ives in your story, people won't believe any of the stories anymore. It would break 
the pattern they expect. 
Besides, people don't  want to learn from the living. They have enough living to learn 
from already. The dead are so much more persuasive. 
Hinote 69 
From behind, he puts a hand on her shoulder. 
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EUHIE 
We have to make sure this story fits the ones we've already told. Otherwise our people 
will  never have a mythology or any moral laws. 
The tribe has come a long way, but they're stil l  Render worshippers. That means we have 
to keep reminding them why we don't sacrifice people or throw ourselves under it like 
the cultists did. 
JORDAN 
The younger ones already refuse to kill, Uncle EUHIE. Your stories have worked. 
But we've got new problems now, so maybe it' s  time for new stories. 
JORDAN begins scribbling away, narrating the words she writes. 
JORDAN 
"As the woman meditated on her life, she . . .  found herself questioning the beliefs that 
the other cultists had taught her. And after long deliberation, she . . .  repented ." 
JORDAN looks over at EUHIE who gives a thumbs up. On her shoulder, the squirrel pretends to meditate, 
his legs crossed like a human's and his tail lifting him in faux levitation. 
JORDAN 
EUHIE shrugs.  
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"She would sacrifice herself to the Render like so many before her, but unlike them, she 
would do it alone. 
She knew it was a sin among her people to enter the Render' s  reach without a 
nonbeliever in her possession. 
But if her duty real ly was to convert others, to make them see her truth, she would do so 
with peace, not force." 
EUHIE 
Eh, it' s a l ittle preachy and sentimental, but go on. We can always revise. 
JORDAN eyes him and continues. 
JORDAN 
"But as the Render passed over her, as the water hidden in the ground beneath her pierced 
up through the earth and flew like cannon-fire skyward, she found herself unharmed. 
Looking up, she saw into the eye of the Render, and to her disbelief no god looked back 
at her. No devil met her gaze. 
And at long last, she realized that the empty sky was not interested in her worship." 
She sets her quill down and looks once more at the woman. 
Then she hands EUHIE the paper. He purses his lips, closing his one eye in disappointment. 
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EUHIE 
They ' l l  never believe you, JORDAN. Our stories don't reward treating the Render as 
anything other than a force of destruction. 
You ' re making it seem like the Render will let them live if they trust it enough. The 
others might start questioning my stories if they hear this one. 
Honestly, it sounds like you've been listening to FINN too much. 
JORDAN 
You told me that I could decide what happens to this woman, and that's  what I did. 
They sit quietly and watch the ghostly woman open her eyes to the sky. 
JORDAN 
Besides, my story wasn't rewarding trust. 
A moment later, they realize that the Render of the ghostly woman's  time is moving over her position. 
Though they can't  see it, they see the evidence of its work as the woman's  spectral body dissipates. 
JORDAN 
It was rewarding peace. 
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In a tree l ine nearby, FINN parts branches to scout the campsite. 
The sound of a twig snapping reaches his ear, and he looks back into the woods. 
Behind him, NALANI holds a belt in her hand, ready to fight if necessary. 
NALANI 
FINN, stop and think about what you're doing . She needs her family . She needs all of us, 
not j ust you and some hole in the sky. 
FINN sets a hand on her shoulder. 
FINN 
Pleasing that god you' re insulting, NALANI, means sav ing JORDAN from all of us, 
including her family. They would stop her from choosing her own path . 
NALANI 
I won't let you do this, FINN. 
Without another word, FINN slams his head against her nose. 
The thud of hitting the ground is coupled with a spatter of blood over her mouth and chin . Meanwhile, 
FINN steps through the tree line. 
FINN 
Let me remind you that my commandments do not come from you. 
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Meters away, CONNOR and EDITH watch FINN depart. NALANI cups a hand over her nose. 
EDITH 
I don't know if that was good or bad for us. He' s  turned against his own people, but he 's  
still an insane pirate. 
CONNOR 
It looked pretty good to me. I hope she bleeds to death. 
EDITH 
Well, I hope that was enough revenge for you, because we need to get back to town. 
Instead, CONNOR walks toward NALANI. EDITH whispers a harsh command to stop him . 
EDITH 
CONNOR, get back here. 
Without looking, CONNOR replies. 
CONNOR 
Go back to town, EDITH. No one's  stopping you. 
EDITH looks back to the line of boats, the coast full of p irates, the Render still raining, and the town safely 
out of the Render' s old path . 
She s ighs and follows after CONNOR. 
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CONNOR stands over NALANI .  Her newly b lackened eyes look back, bored and annoyed. He speaks 
down to her. 
CONNOR 
You killed my brother. 
She leans up on one elbow . 
NALANI 
Your brother saved your l ife, and I stopped you from throwing it away . If  you keep 
following me, I won 't stop you a second time . 
She stands and wipes her face .  
He looks u p  a t  her, hands in his  pockets, knowing h i s  opportunity has stil l n o t  arri ved and showing that h is  
m ind is h is weapon, not h is  body . 
CONNOR 
I'm going to k ill you when I get the chance. 
NALANI 
Someday, we will fight, k id . But right now, I 'm  busy. 
NALANI goes through the tree l ine and into the campsite. 
NALANI 
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I can only knock the delusions out of one guy at a t ime. 
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A few meters away in the campsite, FINN holds a hand out to the fourteen-year-old girl he plans to kidnap. 
FINN 
JORDAN CAESAR. I 'm afraid we have to go. It' s  not safe here anymore. 
Before she can give her hand to FINN, NALANI calls out from the edge of the campsite. 
NALANI 
Don't trust him, JORDAN. 
EUHIE positions himself between FINN and the girl . 
EUHIE 
What' s going on here, FINN? 
FINN answers him with brutal punch to the old man's  gut. 
EUHIE falls to his hands and knees, pages scattering. JORDAN rushes to check on him, but when 
NALANI tries to do the same, FINN holds an arm out to stop her. 
Using her momentum to her advantage, NALANI grab his arm and takes him down. 
She settles into a fighting stance while FINN rises and dusts himself off. 
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FINN 
Okay.  Come on then. 
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They fight. NALANI uses her belts as weapons, catching FINN's strikes and redirecting them. She spins 
him about, as if leading a dance, fully controlling the fight, trapping him in her straps or tangling him up in 
his own limbs. Though he manages to strike her with a wild elbow or knee, by the end, she defeats him and 
binds his hands and feet in the process. 
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She stands tall over FINN' s  bound body. 
FINN 
It doesn ' t  matter if you stop me.  The Render wil l  still come after you.  
NALANI drags him toward a tent. He writhes, antagonizing her while JORDAN listens . 
FINN 
It  wants us to get JORDAN away from the others, to let  her choose where she wants to 
go, and it will force our hands if necessary. 
She opens the flap to the tent, pausing to respond publically. 
NALANI 
FINN, half of your people never believed in the Render l ike you did. They were in it for 
the loot. 
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They were in it because you used to be a great leader before all this Render worship. It 
was about thriving, not just getting by. 
We didn't  worry about what some natural disaster thought. 
As she shuffles backward, pulling him inside, her words stil l  fall in earshot of JORDAN. 
NALANI 
So I 'm not worried about it coming for me because we're going to keep following it. 
At least until I can prove to you that it' s not in charge of us. 
FINN spits into the dirt as she begins to leave through the flap. 
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NALANI 
But first, I 'm tel ling the whole crew what you tried to do here so you can't manipulate 
them anymore. 
NALANI walks past EDITH and CONNOR. She glances over to give them a word of advice. 
NALANI 
Better run. I 'm coming back with the lot of ' em.  
Once NALANI is out of earshot, EDITH whispers to CONNOR. 
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EDITH 
We should take the girl while that lunatic is tied up. 
CONNOR 
Right, because the way to save this girl from a kidnapper . . . is to kidnap her ourselves. 
EDITH parts the branches to create a passage into the campsite for CONNOR. 
EDITH 
This time, it is. Children don't belong with people who drag them around, trying to guess 
what the sky wants while the kids get no vote. 
CONNOR 
You do real ize that ushering me into a pirate camp doesn' t  exactly count as giving me a 
vote either, right? 
She smirks and leans in. 
EDITH 
We both know you're going to do what you want, no matter what I say. 
CONNOR passes under the arch of her arm . He mumbles with his hands sti ll in his pockets . 
CONNOR 
I guess she ' ll make a good bargaining chip for later. 
Wait here for a second. She looks my age. I ' ll break her in. 
Hinote 79 
Page Sixty 
On the western side of the island, where the looters still celebrate under the raining Render, NALANI exits 
the woods to see her crewmates enjoying the increasing downpour. 
She stops when she sees them some of them dancing, some kissing, some crying. 
As she watches, her clenched jaw relaxes. 
She closes her eyes and shakes her head. 
NALANI 
You bunch of children. 
Then she puts her hands on her hips, looks behind her and sighs, deciding to let them enjoy themselves a 
little while longer. 
NALANI 
Mutiny can wait, I suppose. 
Page Sixty-One 
Back at the campsite, JORDAN crouches an arm's  length away from EUHIE, who just wants to cough up 
blood in peace, without his student staring at him.  
CONNOR approaches, head tilted to  watch. 
He turns his eyes to JORDAN and motions with his head back to the trees. 
Hinote 80 
There, EDITH folds her hands and tucks them under her chin, fingers interlaced in a subtle begging motion. 
CONNOR 
You're coming with us. You know . . .  whenever he's done. 
Her forehead wrinkles, lips tightening in uncertainty. She seems overwhelmed, stuck between a mentor 
who won't accept her help and a boy who has announced his plans to kidnap her. Her squirrel sprawls, 
snarling, ready to pounce. 
JORDAN 
Would someone tell me what' s going on? Why did FINN want me to leave with him? 
CONNOR points his thumb back at EDITH. 
CONNOR 
Apparently your boss-FINN, is it?-well, he thinks his friend overpowered whatever' s 
on the other side of the Render. 
I guess the guy got taken up into it . . .  and . . .  
CONNOR drifts off, eyes falling to the earth as he thinks about his brother. 
Then he sees a b it of writing about the Render on one of the scattered pages. 
Page Sixty-Two 
He begins gathering pages and scanning them for something. 
Hinote 8 1  
CONNOR 
I ' l l  make you a deal. You tell me something about the Render, and I ' ll tell  you whatever 
you want to know. 
She puts her hand on EUHIE' s  back, who has lost the will to fight off her sympathy. The squirrel jumps 
down from her shoulder. 
And he nuzzles EUHIE' s  head with his own. 
JORDAN 
What we need is to get UNCLE EUHIE checked on by a medic. 
CONNOR 
There' s  a whole town nearby. Plenty of people who can fix him up. I ' l l  take you and 
your uncle with me. 
I just need to know something about these stories first. Those ghosts, the ones wearing 
armor-were they real ly crusaders? 
JORDAN 
Yeah. They traveled al l  over the world ,  trying to stop some of the other ghosts-the 
cultists who were bent on sacrificing themselves to the Render. 
It wasn ' t  really about sav ing them though . See, most cultists would bring victims to 
sacrifice to Render as well . It ' s  like they were paying a toll .  
CONNOR 
Hinote 82 
So the crusaders had a d ifferent religion, right? Like an idea of what happens after you 
die? 
JORDAN 
lJh,  I suppose, but we don ' t know what i t  was. Why? 
CONNOR 
Never m ind .  I don ' t th ink you can help me. 
He lets the papers fall from his hands. 
The pages reach the earth . 
CONNOR 
What I don 't understand, though, i s  why the cu ltists would k ill themselves and just 
m u rder peopl e  l ike that. 
JORDAN 
They d idn't  see it that way. They thought the Render was a bridge to heaven . 
And they made it their m ission to bring nonbel ievers w ith them. They thought they were 
saving the world . 
He looks up at her, eyebrows l ifted, interest p iqued . 
CONNOR 
Hinote 83 
So i s  it? 
JORDAN 
ls what? 
CONNOR 
Is the Render a bridge to heaven? 
She gestures with an open palm at the windswept mess of her people ' s  mythology . 
J ORDAN 
Not according to my people. 
Connor seems to deflate. JORDAN twists her mouth to the side. 
JORDAN 
But you never know, right? 
CONNOR looks back at EDITH. 
CONNO R  
Uh,  r ight. 
EDITH shrugs a bit and turns her head as if to ask if she can approach yet. 
CONNOR walks away without even a signal to answer her. 
Page Sixty-Four 
Hinote 84 
EDITH stares after him as she approaches JORDAN. 
Page Sixty-Four 
EDITH 
Hi, honey. I 'm EDITH. That was CONNOR. 
JORDAN 
JORDAN CAESAR. He seemed upset. Did my people hurt yours? 
EDITH 
No. And we want to make sure they don 't hurt you either. 
JORDAN 
You ' ll have to forgive me for being a l ittle suspicious, but I 've never been allowed to 
even see anyone besides tribe members and ghosts. 
So who are you? 
TEN YEARS AGO. 
Hidden underwater in her submarine, a forty-year-old EDITH looks up through the glass to see a fleet of 
small canoes floating over her. 
EDITH 
(as narration) 
Hinote 85 
I know I 'm a stranger to  you, but I 've known about your people and the Render for a 
long time now. 
See, I'm an old wanderer too. At least, I used to be. 
NINE YEARS AGO. 
EDITH 
(as narration) 
Then I found a town worth stopping for. 
EDITH and her glass submarine are above water at the docks of the floating town. She steps out of her sub 
and onto the pier. A small crowd welcomes her, shaking her hand warmly. 
EIGHT YEARS AGO. 
The townspeople install massive harpoon launchers throughout the streets and on the rooftops while she 
supervises. 
Page Sixty-Five 
EDITH 
(as narration) 
I 've been preparing my people to survive your raids and your pet catastrophe ever since. I 
told them everything-its size, speed, unpredictability. 
They believed me, but the more time passed, the less they trusted me. Some of them 
thought I was just a doomsayer at war with an imaginary enemy. 
Hinote 86 
SEVEN YEARS AGO. 
EDITH 
(as narration) 
I had to make them trust me, and that meant making their kids trust me. I spent my free 
time taking care of children. 
The Render was just an old story to them, and I let them keep thinking that. 
The whole town didn 't need to be on the lookout all the time. Just a few of us who 
couldn't help ourselves. 
She sets out a s ign declaring the opening of her afterschool center, the door to her building propped open 
behind her. A seven-year-old CONNOR walks inside with ELIJAH. 
SIX YEARS AGO. 
EDITH' s  vessel rests, retired, on a wooden framework in a big comer of her building. A long red rope 
surrounds it as if it were a museum exhibit. Eight-year-old CONNOR and ELIJAH wipe dust off the glass 
side of the submarine, and their faces reflect back at them, airborne dust glowing around them. 
EDITH 
(as narration) 
I feel guilty now, but I was using those kids. They helped me lie. To everyone. To 
myself, at one point. 
Hinote 87 
I thought, maybe they were right. Maybe I shouldn 't enjoy strategizing for a disaster all 
the time. I was almost convinced. 
FIVE YEARS AGO. 
CONNOR and ELIJAH steal the red rope and begin walking out with it toward the dock and the column. 
Page Sixty-Six 
EDITH 
(as narration) 
But I l iked it. Saving lives. Outsmarting the sky. 
And it turns out I was right. I don't need to lie anymore. Those people need me. 
So before I go back, I want you to know that you 're welcome to join me. Your 
knowledge about the Render and about your people would be invaluable. 
TODAY. 
CONNOR approaches FINN, who is biting at his bindings . 
CONNOR 
You're wrong about the Render. 
FINN 
Is that so? 
CONNOR 
It' s evil for kill ing my brother. And for giving water to you vultures. 
CONNOR takes a knife from FINN's  belt. He brandishes it. 
CONNOR 
You can thank NALANI for this. 
FINN braces himself for the pain. 
Page Sixty-Seven 
The ropes fall to the ground. 
Newly freed, FINN raises an eyebrow at CONNOR. 
CONNOR 
You wanna stop NALANI and save the girl . I can help you do both . 
Hinote 8 8  
But I wanna go  with you, at least to the next town. So I 'm gonna need help with EDITH 
out there. 
We get her home safe, and you get what you want. I don 't care if you make her feel 
threatened, but she ' s  off limits. We in agreement? 
FINN smiles and extends a hand for help up, and the helping hand becomes a handshake. Light filtering 
between the tent-flaps i lluminates a line between them. 
Page Sixty-Eight 
FINN 
You're in luck, kid. I just lost my old partner. 
(off-panel) 
What 's  the plan? 
FINN 
Hinote 89 
Within moments, CONNOR has JORDAN in his  arms, a knife to her throat. She reaches out one hand to 
stop the violence before her. 
JORDAN 
FINN, stop!  He can come with us! 
A few steps away, EDITH looks worried and unsure what to do. She balls her fists as FINN approaches 
EUHIE, who has struggled up to his knees. The squirrel snarls between them. 
FINN 
We can't afford to keep stragglers. Useless writers . . .  
EUHIE 
Don't  worry about me, JORDAN. My place is here. 
He raises his chin to take the next hit. 
EUHIE 
Your story wouldn't have fit with mine anyway, kiddo . Too much peace. 
Hinote 90 
FINN punches him to the earth. 
And as FINN shakes the pain out of his hand, EUHIE lies unconscious or dead, fallen in a near-fetal 
position, surrounded by the paper womb of his l ife's work. 
The squirrel waits beside him and looks at JORDAN for instructions. 
JORDAN 
Stay with him, TISK. 
Page Sixty-Nine 
At the beach, NALANI bites her nails, watching the celebration. The rain is more intense. 
The canoes are nearly full of water now. 
As waves pick up, the looters lie their boats as if relaxing in bathtubs. 
They tilt their heads back and catch rain in their mouths without a care. 
The Render has almost passed, sti l l  moving east, toward the risen sun, away from the floating town. 
Page Seventy 
(off-panel) 
NALANI . . .  
FINN 
Hinote 9 1  
FINN arrives with JORDAN as a hostage. He holds the knife that CONNOR had earlier. EDITH shuffles 
behind with CONNOR beside her, watching her carefully. 
FINN 
You're coming with us. If you so much as wave at the others, JORDAN will be the 
second child you've killed today. 
NALANI gives a longing look toward her oblivious people. 
NALANI 
Wouldn't that upset your new god? 
FINN 
My options are a little limited here. If l let you talk to the others, they' l l  kill me for sure. 
At least I have a chance this way.  
I '  II send you back later with a message, and we can negotiate with her parents-no 
bloodshed, no trouble. 
She flares her nostrils at FINN, sickened. 
NALANI 
Just look at yourself. Do you really believe that MARCUS could control that thing? Do 
you really think you have to go around fulfilling the last wish of a damn doodler? 
Hinote 92 
You're just trying to restart your crew. You wanna find more people you can control 
because you're scared that the younger members would have started a mutiny any day 
now. 
I don't think you believe in anything bigger than yourself at al l .  Otherwise you wouldn 't 
threaten the life of a child. 
This is all just an act, and you're using JORDAN as a shield. 
With the sun behind him, his eyes are hidden in his own shadow. 
FINN 
What I believe, NALANI, is that protecting her means looking like the bad guy 
sometimes. 
She looks at the ground. 
NALANI 
You were my mentor, FINN. You were our leader. Any time we had doubts about what 
we had to do to survive, you always brought us back to the fold. 
Let me return the favor. 
FINN 
I 'm not having any doubts at all .  Now let 's  move. 
Page Seventy-One 
Hinote 93 
Under the Render, rain pours harder still as its westernmost edge finally moves past the line of boats, now 
sunken a meter or so underwater. 
It now looks like a waterfall . 
Some of the looters swim in the growing waves. 
Some reach out to each other, getting separated. 
On the island, the waves batter the sandbar. They all stare at the Render. 
NALANI 
That doesn't look good. We need to get farther inland. 
FINN 
Actually, my new friend, CONNOR, has a better plan. 
FINN points toward town, his knife to JORDAN's spine. 
FINN 
Let's  get these kids home. 
Page Seventy-Two 
In the next moment others are running for town as the waves crash to their side. At the back of the group 
for safety, FINN spurs JORDAN onward with his free hand, his knife in the other. 
Hinote 94 
Soon, they pass the harpoons still sticking out of the earth. EDITH seems to be the only one even 
considering them. 
EDITH 
We have to cut the ropes. If the water keeps rising, the town will go under. 
FINN 
CONNOR, how long will the town need to stay afloat for your plan? 
They wade through the rising water between shore and the edge of town. 
CONNOR 
Not long. Come on. 
As they climb onto the floating town, people all around them rush across the bridges between buildings as 
the waves assail them. 
CONNOR 
We're just a few blocks away. 
EDITH's eyes narrow. 
EDITH 
CONNOR, no . . .  
Page Seventy-Three 
One woman steps out to call attention to the clear hostage situation. 
Hinote 95 
A wave crashes into her and sweeps her into the water. 
CONNOR looks at FINN. 
CONNOR 
Was that your god 's  handiwork? 
FINN looks back, straight-faced. 
FINN 
Yep. 
The group arrives at EDITH's  afterschool center. 
EDITH 
CONNOR, p lease don't do this. 
He opens the door to welcome them in. 
Page Seventy-Four 
Inside, they all stare at EDITH's  dusty, old, glass submarine on its wooden scaffolding. 
FINN 
Would you look at that . . .  
FINN turns to EDITH. 
Hinote 96 
FINN 
Get it in the water. 
A moment of silence passes as they eye each other. 
And then she crawls under the sub and unlocks a hatch in the floor. 
Page Seventy-Five 
The hatch swings down and exposes the turbulent river a meter below. She stares into it. 
Then she walks over to a nearby rope from a pulley and looks at the others. 
EDITH 
I can't  lower this myself. I designed it so I couldn 't just abandon the town if l got upset. 
FINN directs NALANI toward another rope. 
FINN 
Show her how thankful we are, NALANI. 
She takes it and helps lower the sub. 
As the sub floats in the water, CONNOR holds opens its large castle-door-like hatch. FINN holds 
JORDAN tight and backs inside. 
NALANI enters next, leaving only EDITH and CONNOR outside. EDITH walks away. 
Hinote 97 
CONNOR 
Where are you going? 
EDITH opens the door and scans the platforms and nearby buildings. 
EDITH 
Just hold on. Someone may need our help. 
CONNOR 
Trying to save everyone is just going to get you killed . 
Page Seventy-Six and Seventy-Seven 
From a distance, the town can be seen rising with the water levels, now higher than the beach where the 
harpoons are stuck. 
The harpoons tethering the town to the island cause it to begin tipping toward the island. 
She sees harpoon launchers snapping free of their towers and shooting toward the beach. 
The less sturdy towers themselves break and topple as well .  
The destruction leaves part of the town's  meager, ti lted skyline splintered apart. 
Page Seventy-Eight 
She spots a MAN and calls out to him. 
EDITH 
Over here !  
He makes i t  to  the submarine, and she directs him into the hatch. 
MAN 
Thank you, EDITH, thank you so much. 
EDITH 
Just get in. Hurry. 
The MAN begins to enter the sub, but he stops when he sees who ' s  inside. 
Two looters and a girl at knifepoint look back at him. FINN smiles. 
FINN 
Welcome aboard. 
Page Seventy-Nine 
With fear on his face, the MAN rushes out. 
MAN 
Looters ! They're here ! 
As he runs out the door, EDITH reaches out to stop him. 
Hinote 98 
Hinote 99 
EDITH 
Wait! There ' s  no time. 
He gets a block away when a harpoon launcher breaks from a nearby platform and flies into him with lethal 
impact. 
CONNOR pulls a horrified EDITH away while more waves collapse over the wooden streets outside. 
CONNOR 
Come on. We stil l  need you. 
Page Eighty 
Near the Render, looters flail as the water pulls them under. 
At the campsite, water begins to pool under EUHIE' s  head. His papers soak, tendrils of ink washing from 
the pages and coiling l ike smoke. The squirrel turns his head to keep his mouth and nose up, as far from 
flooding water as possible. 
CONNOR and EDITH get inside and close the hatch. 
While the group stands dripping, EDITH takes the controls. 
And the vessel submerges.  
Page Eighty-One 
The town rises even more. And with that rise, it tilts even more. 
Hinote l OO 
More harpoon launchers break free from their towers, leaving the town's  meager skyline spl intering apart. 
But a distant view reveals that most of the lines between the town and the beach remain, many of them 
harpoon-launchers on the woodwork streets. 
The town tilts to a forty-five degree angle. 
Page Eighty-Two 
And then, from underwater, the group watches as the floating town stands vertical, half-submerged, people 
clinging desperately to its architecture. 
In the next moment, it has flipped. EDITH's beloved town is inverted, looming over her, falling. The 
townspeople rain down. 
Page Eighty-Three 
It crashes down through the water surface, its towers plunging like spears all around the sub. 
Page Eighty-Four 
NALANI presses her back to the curved wal l of the sub. 
She lowers herself to the floor. 
All but EDITH stare silently. She collapses, hiding her eyes from the sight of it all . 
Hinote l O l  
CONNOR watches FINN rush to the controls, trying to work them with one hand as he stil l  holds the knife 
to JORDAN. 
CONNOR 
Can you figure it out? 
FINN 
I worked a canoe, kid. I have no idea what I 'm doing. You wanna be my partner still? 
Get the old lady back over here. 
I want us following the Render until we have a plan, and it' s  gonna get away if we don't 
move. 
CONNOR rejoins EDITH and crouches before her the way she did when she learned his of his brother's 
death. 
CONNOR 
I need you to focus. I just lost everything too. The girl will die if you don 't help her. 
Either he' ll kill her, or he' ll sink us all trying to pilot this thing. 
EDITH 
You didn't  care about any of those people. Not even your parents. You're just like him . 
And I won't help you two drag that poor girl around anymore. 
Page Eighty-Five 
CONNOR drops his head, wishing he didn't have to cross the l ine he' s  about to. 
Hinote 1 02 
CONNOR 
Unless we leave with the looters, I ' l l  tell everyone that you closed the hatch before that 
guy could get in. I ' l l  tell  them you were scared and got a guy killed . 
EDITH 
And who do you think the town will believe? 
He raises his eyebrows and purses his l ips to give her a condescendingly look. 
CONNOR 
The truth doesn't matter. People will always wonder about the lie. No one will trust you 
with their kids ever again. 
Actual ly, they might already have a plan to hang you. After all, you didn't prepare the 
town like you said you would. 
The harpoons were your idea, EDITH. You destroyed the town. 
Tears begin to well in her eyes. CONNOR points at JORDAN and leans in. 
CONNOR 
JORDAN' s  an orphan now, you know. There' s  no way her parents survived right next to 
the Render. Who knows how many of the looters are dead. 
She needs you. If you won't get us moving to save yourself, do it for her sake. Who 
knows what that FINN guy will do if he doesn 't  get what he wants? 
EDITH wipes her eyes as she stares at JORDAN. 
Hinote 1 03 
Then she stares at the ground. CONNOR stands and claps his hands once. 
CONNOR 
I'm going to take that as a yes . Now how do we get this thing moving toward the Render? 
After getting up, she walks to the controls, and FINN backs away to let her take over. He lowers the knife. 
FINN 
Thank you, EDITH. You just saved your own life. 
Page Eighty-Six 
The sub begins moving. EDITH looks out as they pass drowned bodies and the debris of the town. 
Next, the sub crawls through empty waters between the town and the l ine of boats. CONNOR has moved to 
the front of the sub, eager to see the world. 
Page Eighty-Seven 
Soon, it' s  wending between dead looters and broken canoes. NALANI presses a hand against the curved 
glass wall, while JORDAN looks out the other side of the sub . 
And finally, the sub stops in the empty waters a fair distance away from the underwater turmoil of the 
Render' s  waterfall .  FINN stares forward at it, hand on his chin. 
EDITH 
We' ll maintain this distance until it' s  safe .  
Page Eighty-Eight 
10 HOURS LATER. 
EDITH steers while FINN stares at the controls. 
EDITH 
Stop trying to learn how to operate my sub. 
FINN 
Sorry, but I 've almost got the control patterns figured out. 
She feigns being impressed. 
EDITH 
Hinote 1 04 
Then I suppose you noticed I 've been taking extra steps and backtracking on purpose this 
whole time? 
FINN folds his hands over his head and stares forward out of the sub. 
FINN 
Damn old woman. 
She smiles, deft hands moving about the controls. 
EDITH 
Like I said, it ' s  my sub. This vessel lives and dies with me. 
Hinote 1 05 
Page Eighty-Nine 
Behind them NALANI takes JORDAN's hand without a word. 
JORDAN looks confused as NALANI leads her over to CONNOR. 
NALANI 
The three of us need to make a plan.  JORDAN, the reason you're here is because FINN 
believes the Render wants you to decide your own future. 
CONNOR can't  hide his excitement. He leans toward JORDAN. 
CONNOR 
That means you can control him. And I know how to manipulate EDITH. Looks like a 
new generation is in charge now, huh? 
NALANI puts her hand on his chest and gently pushes him away from JORDAN. 
NALANI 
Slow down, kid. You don't know how to control me yet. 
CONNOR 
Or kill you. But you're right. Okay then. Let' s negotiate. My vote is for traveling. 
Simple as that. 
NALANI tilts her head to the side, a contemplative frown on her face.  
Hinote 1 06 
NALANI 
For once, we agree. We need to stay with the Render. That's  the only way to prove to 
FINN that it isn't  some god. 
He' l l  get himself killed if we don't wake him up. When that 's  done, it' s  back to the old 
way. 
As JORDAN walks away, their mouths hang open just barely. They look insulted. 
JORDAN 
I ' l l  let you know what I decide. 
Above the water' s  surface, night falls. 
Page Ninety 
THE NEXT MORNING. 
FINN's  head jolts up as he wakes in a panic. 
He stands and looks out one side of the sub, seeing no sign of the waterfall underwater. 
He rushes to the other s ide to search, growing more and more frantic. NALANI, already awake, watches 
him with her arms crossed. 
FINN 
Damn it-where is it? 
Hinote 1 07 
He pulls his knife on EDITH, who is stil l  at the controls. 
FINN 
You let it get away, didn't you? 
Page Ninety-One 
CONNOR wakes in the back of the sub. 
He sees EDITH ignore FINN's  outburst. Her eyes focus on her controls as she answers him. 
EDITH 
We're about to breach the surface. 
They all look skyward. 
EDITH 
You' l l  see. 
Page Ninety-Two 
They emerge during daybreak. 
The Render is only sprinkling now. It looks peaceful in the sunl ight. 
The last drop of rain falls and ripples in the river. 
The group stares,  amazed. 
NALANI 
Do you think it' s  over? 
FINN presses a finger to the glass to point. 
FINN 
It' s  never over. Look closer. 
Page Ninety-Three 
Mist begins to rise from the water to the Render, slowly, peacefully. 
FINN 
It gave. Now it' s  taking. It' s  a cycle. 
The mist rises higher as FINN turns to face the others. 
FINN 
Hinote 1 08 
I figured it out. It must have reset itself. Only this time, MARCUS is in control .  
The others stare at him, afraid. His eyes are blank, lost in thought. 
FINN 
The last person it takes before completing the cycle. That must be who gets to control it. 
He grins, giddy at his epiphany and walks away from the others to the opposite side of the sub. 
Hinote 1 09 
NALANI joins him. 
NALANI 
I stil l  have some doubts about your whole theory, FINN. After all, if it' s  a cycle, 
wouldn't  it take decades to empty out all the water it has swallowed? 
Our tribe started following it thirty years ago, and we've never seen anything like this. 
FINN 
You're thinking too simplistically. I 'm willing to bet that the cycles are based on the 
qualities of the last person it kills. 
Maybe MARCUS ' s  short lifespan made it have a short "giving" cycle. That means it 
might have a short "taking" cycle too. 
NALANI 
I 'm not even going to argue about this anymore. You know it' s nonsense. All I want to 
know is what the plan is now. 
FINN 
Don't you get it? All we have to do is follow MARCUS's  last wish until his time 
control l ing the Render runs out. 
FINN's  eyes are wide with a dark plan. NALANI stares at him, horrified now that she realizes what that 
plan is. 
FINN 
And when the time comes, someone else can take his place. 
Hinote l 1 0  
F I N N  
(off-panel) 
Unt i l  then, we h ave to take JORDAN wherever she wants to go. 
Un less she wants to leave the Render behind. Then we m ight h ave to j ust throw her 
underneath it  and pray that I'm wrong. 
JORDAN moves to the center of the sub. 
JORDAN 
Can I have evetyone ' s  attention? 
The others look at her, all anxious for her orders . 
JORDAN 
We're done following the Render j ust to take from others. 
NALANI and FINN lock eyes .  He shows no remorse about what he said he  would do. 
JORDAN 
But we're n ot done following the Render altogether. 
She holds one hand out toward FINN . 
.JORDAN 
FINN, I know you think it ' s  a god. 
She holds the other hand out toward EDITH. 
JORDAN 
And I know you th ink it' s a devil ,  EDITH. 
She looks at CONNOR. 
J ORDAN 
Hinote l 1 1  
As for me, I don 't  know about any of that. But yesterday, CONNOR asked me if his 
brother, who died saving him, would make it to any heaven I had heard about. And that 
got me thinking. 
She looks at NALANI .  
.JORDAN 
Uncle EUHIE taught me that my tribe was selfish .  We were looters, after al l ,  a bunch of 
p irates who believed heaven is the next bed, the next meal ,  the next campfire. 
But a heaven that doesn ' t  last isn 't a heaven worth bel ieving i n .  
Then she closes her eyes. 
JORDAN 
The dead cultists bel ieved that the Render was a bridge to heaven . I wish I could believe 
that. 
Hinote l 12 
But I 've seen the ghosts of their victims, thei r  l ast moments replayed forever. A mockery 
of eterna l life. I can 't  bel ieve in that heaven e ither. 
On the island, far back to the west, EUHIE trudges through knee-deep waters. TISK, the squirrel, stands on 
his shoulder and uses h is  tiny hand l ike a visor. 
.JORDAN 
(off-pane l) 
U ncle EUHIE also said that people want to bel ieve in an afterl ife because they can 't 
imag ine not ex ist ing . 
But that feeling goes away. It ' s  not enough to make us keep believing in etern ity. 
EU HIE and TISK spot some townspeople who have swum to the safety of the h igh ground on the is land. 
One, a man, has a diver ' s  mask and tank. One, a woman, has a harpoon gun . 
. JORDAN 
(off-panel) 
No, what real ly convinces us to fully believe, what makes us dedicate our lives to a god 
we don't  know or understand, is wanting that eterna l life for our loved ones . 
We would rather die a thousand times than bel ieve our fam i l i es and friends aren 't 
somewhere out there, happier or at least at peace, watch ing over us .  
The woman holds up her harpoon gun,  warning EU HIE to stay away. 
Hinote l 1 3  
JORDAN 
(off-panel) 
CONNOR, I know it ' s  scary to th ink there ' s no heaven on the other s ide of that bridge, 
but that doesn't  mean your brother 's  gone. 
In fact, I th ink he found the key to eternal l ife. G iv ing your l ife to others. The real bridge 
to heaven is here on earth . 
EUHIE turns back east. H i s  past as a looter has forced h im to survive without their help.  
JORDAN 
(off-pane l) 
So we ' re not chasing the Render anymore . No.  We ' re going ahead of it and helping 
people  escape it however we can. 
Now let ' s  move. 
JORDAN 
We need to warn all of heaven that the Render is  coming. 
Ahead of the glass submarine, under the dark maw of the Render, a tower of mist lends the air a dazzling 
haze of glinting light. As the submarine gleams, translucent rainbows pierce the spectacle, and faint 
mirages haunt the unbroken horizon. 
